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Introduction
On family, art, education, law, and politics, “culture wars”
1
between religious
conservatives and secular progressives in the United States have received a blaze
of publicity since the 1980s. Protestant “fundamentalists” have often accused its
opponents of “secular humanism,” manifesting their protest against anti-religious
modern society, against Godless morality, and against secular politics. Despite
their experience of several setbacks such as in Scopes Trial, conservatives still
replicate campaigns for their own religious cause.
Meanwhile, secularism in the United States has been becoming a stronger
minority movement than ever before.
2
In 2002, Secular Coalition for America
was founded by Atheist Alliance International, Institute for Humanist Studies,
Secular Student Alliance, and Secular Web (Internet Infidels), as “the first
national lobbying organization representing the interests of atheists, humanists,
freethinkers, and Americans”.
3
Secularistic organizations are corporate, though
are minorities, of powerful political and economic sectors in the United States
today. In addition, secularism is already spread and ubiquitous among educated
people today. Richard Dawkins, a British biologist known as the author of Selfish
Gene and The Blind Watchmaker, who is also an active atheist,
4
and the current
Humanist chaplain at Harvard University
5
are only a few examples among many.
Moreover, secularism is more and more familiar in our social life. An inter-
religious couple may hold a secular wedding ceremony for each other’s pragmatic
compromise; their children may choose a non-religious course of life without
any―or with more than two―religious backgrounds in their spiritual quest. A
BBC documentary program, “A Brief History of Disbelief” has just been brought
to public television by the Independent Production Fund on May 4, 2007, with a
promotional copy of “the first ever television exploration of the idea that God
doesn’t exist”
6
in the United States.
Historically, secularists have taken a stand against discrimination,
sectarianism, and “theocracy” based on religion. They joined “culture wars” not
only for their own individual freedom of/from belief, conscience, and life stance,
but also against the religionists’ social and political hegemony over civic life of
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the rest of U.S. citizens who were supposed to be potential secularists. On the
secularists’ part, except for several militant groups, its movement has not
necessarily attacked the enemies’ religious lifestyles or their existence itself, but
objected to irrational powers that intruded upon their daily secular lives. It was
doubtless that conflicts of systems of thought, worldviews, and means of
expression between the two sectors all have heated up the battle.
The following discussion begins with some conceptual problems of
secularism in order to bring our subject matters first to doctrinal secularism.
Then, a history of American secularism (Ethical Culture movements and of
Humanism movements) is to be illustrated as a brief reference to what the
secularists actually conducted and contended on Religion. Finally, some social
significance of secularism within the cultural and historical settings of the United
States is to be considered
Ⅰ．The Term of “Secularism”
First of all, what does “secularism” stand for? A formalistic distinction
between secularism and religionism implies that the whole universe is made out
of two realms of meaning―the sacred/the profane, the transcendent/the mundane,
etc. Scholars of Religion have devoted to clarify and theorize this idea.
However, tautological explanations such that Religion means all-inclusive sets of
“religious” thoughts, institutional bodies, and practices, and that the secular
signifies anything else of Religion, cannot be coherent. Then, similar substantive
definitions of “the religious” or “the secular” should be reserved here. Rather
than exclusively defining these terms, it is sufficient for the present to regard
certain groups of self-aware people who identify themselves to be non-religious
or anti-religious as “secularists,” even though “culture wars” appear on
secular―public―battlefields, not on some boundary between the religious and
the secular. From a historical viewpoint, therefore, the secularists’ purposes, their
causes, and the dynamism of interrelationships with the religionists, are to be
contextualized within American cultural and social configurations.
The label of “secularism” has positive and negative connotations for both
religious conservatives and secular progressives. In a sociological sense, on the
one hand, secularists’ self-identification is in most cases against existing rival
religions and its theistic thought: they are a-theists, in-fidels, un-believers, a-
gnostics, and free-thinkers who are disgusted at God language and sectarianism of
particular religions. Religious conservatives conversely attack this lack of faith in
God and assure their own spiritual superiority to these “secular folks”. On the
other hand, in a historical sense, secularists’ positive declaration emerged along
with the term “humanism”. In the early twentieth century, American humanism
stemmed from a group of modernists who advocated humanism as a non-theistic
“religion”. This progressive movement of Religious Humanism had first set out
as a sort of affirmative action taken by religious minorities, and then diverged into
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moderate humanism and Secular Humanism independently. Its rationalistic
creeds, they believed, would be the new “fundamentals” of a humanist religion
substituting for the old-time religions. When the early humanists thus aimed to
be religiously innovative, the conceptual borderline between the religious and the
secular was still obscure.
Having developed particularly within American culture, this kind of doctrinal
humanism is supposed to be distinguished from humanitarianism that is held as
“universal” value or of secular import. So is the case with secularism. In its legal
principle of the First Amendment, for instance, the U.S. government stands as an
indifferent secular agent that prohibits any establishment of religion (establish-
ment clause) and guarantees freedom of religious exercises (free exercise clause).
However, it is troublesome when freedom of religion or belief affirmed by the
free exercise clause and secularistic freedom from religion or belief affirmed by
the establishment clause intersects in humanist religions. In short, religious
freedom and secular freedom conflict each other. “Religion of Humanity,”
championed by Auguste Comte and inherited by American modernist liberals,
bears doctrinal secularism in its ideological character, and raises a complication,
“so, is humanism a religion?” Universality of secularism, so far as socially and
historically specifiable secularists advocate it, becomes one of many limited and
conditioned doctrines.
7
In the following, let us review some developments of American secularism,
exclusively focusing on its conceptual and institutional independence from
religious denominations of progressive kind, which have yielded doctrinal
secularism since the late nineteenth century. The first example is the American
Ethical Union (AEU), and the second the American Humanist Association
(AHA), both of which have been active as educational non-profit organizations.
8
Ⅱ．Ethical Culture Movement in the United States
Ethical Culture Movement was initiated and nurtured by Felix Adler
(1851-1933), a German-born Reform Jew, who founded its first institutional body
of New York Society for Ethical Culture in 1876. Adler, a son of a Reform rabbi,
once joined Free Religious Association (FRA), which had been founded by
progressive Unitarians in 1867.
9
Adler’ s social and educational reform
programs
10
were based on a motto, “not by the creed but by the deed”. Ethical
Culture initially launched its business as an anti-dogmatism movement but not
necessarily anti-religionism:
Believe or disbelieve as ye list―we shall at all times respect every honest
conviction. But be one with us where there is nothing to divide―in action.
Diversity in the creed, unanimity in the deed! This is that practical religion from
which none dissents. This is that platform broad enough and solid enough to receive
the worshipper and the “infidel.” This is that common ground where we may all




The dogmatic assertion of religious teachings we hold to be a serious evil, and
dogma as such we cannot accept. Its influence in the past has been pernicious, and
is so at the present day no less... On the other hand we behold in conscience the root
of whatever good religion has achieved, and the law of conscience must suffice to
guide and elevate our lives.
12
American Ethical Union has attempted several revisions of their attitude
toward Religion. In 1895, the then leaders of Ethical Societies made a statement
that freedom of belief was admissible so long as no public religious exercise was
introduced as an expression of such private beliefs, for it would determine the
collective character of the movement unilaterally. Sufficient for membership was
resolved to be a “serious interest in the moral end.”
13
In addition, the rising
fundamentalism in the first decades of the twentieth century necessitated the
Ethical Culture Movement to identify its own distinctive characteristics and to
solidify the “ethical” consensus among the society members:
Fundamentalism which is now experiencing an attenuated recrudescence, was at that
time in robust possession of the pulpits... It was not, as I have said, that we attacked
them, but that they felt themselves obliged to attack us. For the attempt to lead the
moral life, or even to try to lead a better moral life, without first accepting religious
dogmas was to their way of thinking monstrous... The position of the Ethical
Societies connected with ethics the two notes of independence and reverence... The
ethical end is the sovereign, supreme end of life to which all other ends must be
subordinated. Now fundamentalism attacked the independence of the moral law.
The supremacy of it, on the other hand, the reverence due to it, was attacked from
another quarter, namely from the side of moral skepticism... Faithfulness, it is
conceded, is perhaps better, but with the reservation that it shall last only as long as
the relation continues to be agreeable to the individuals concerned... The habits
which the experience of the sacredness of binding ties must create have still to be
formed.
14
Respectful attitude toward religions, or strong commitment to the ideal of “free
religion” seem becoming ambiguous through the course of conflicts with
fundamentalism. After Adler’s demise in 1933, the movement grew more active
in claiming legal equality for the discriminated, oppressed secularists. Based on
the principle of church-state separation and freedom of/from religion, AEU
resolutions supported, for instance, conscientious objection for non-theists and
opposed any expense of public funds for non-public schools,
15
while the
contemporary AEU policy still makes a perplexing use of “religion”.
Life itself inspires religious response: Although awareness of impending death
intensifies the human quest for meaning, and lends perspective to all our
achievements, the mystery of life itself, the need to belong, to feel connected to the





Ⅲ．Humanism Movement in the United States
American Humanist Association (AHA) has its historical roots in American
Unitarianism in the Midwest. In the early twentieth century, Unitarians and
academicians devoted their naturalistic faith to Religious Humanism, an
intellectual and religious movement whose creed was published as “A Humanist
Manifesto” in 1933. The document of the “Manifesto” proclaimed humanism to
be a religion of the coming age, and its supporters made themselves known as
“humanists”.
... In every field of human activity, the vital movement is now in the direction of a
candid and explicit humanism... There is great danger of a final, and we believe
fatal, identification of the world religion with doctrines and methods which have lost
their significance and which are powerless to solve the problem of human living in
the Twentieth Century. Religions have always been means for realizing the highest
values of life. Their ends has been accomplished through the interpretation of the
total environing situation (theology or world view), the sense of values resulting
therefrom (goal or ideal), and the technique (cult) established for realizing the
satisfactory life. A change in any of these factors results in alteration of the outward
forms of religion. This fact explains the changefulness of religions through the
centuries. But through all changes religion itself remains constant in its quest for
abiding values, an inseparable feature of human life... Such a vital, fearless, and
frank religion capable of furnishing adequate social goals and personal satisfactions
may appear to many people as a complete break with the past... To establish such a
religion is a major necessity of the present.
17
Added to the humanists’ non-religious or anti-religious conception, the historical
movement is to be illustrated here in terms of its personal networks among
Unitarian ministers and scholars, as well as its institutional development. The
main body in the earliest phase of the humanism movement comprised Western
Unitarian Conference, including Meadville Theological School and Chicago
Divinity School. Raymond B. Bragg, then secretary of WUC, played a central
roll by utilizing his occupational network to assemble the supposed sympathizers
and to edit the Manifesto draft weighing up the comments by pros and cons, the
number of which amounted to more than sixty persons. Roy Wood Sellars, a
philosopher at the University of Michigan, almost solely drafted the document;
A. Eustace Haydon, a historian of religions at the University of Chicago, enlisted
in the editorial board; and all the thirty-four signers joined the movement,
devotedly or nominally, together with John Dewey at Columbia University.
18
The movement of Religious Humanism eventually declined and was
alternated with Secular Humanism, which has been advocating scientific and
democratic ethics, in exclusively secular terms. In 1941, Religious Humanists
founded AHA, of which Bragg assumed the first presidency. In 1950s and 1960s,
those Humanists advanced institutional reconstructions; AHA and AEU
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cooperated to establish International Humanist and Ethical Union in 1952, and the
Humanist-Unitarians organized a group of HUUmanists (Humanists of the
Unitarian Universalist Association) in 1962.
19
In 1974, AHA declared “Humanist
Manifesto II” as a secular version of the original Manifesto of 1933, in which
more anti-religious attitude was explicitly assumed. It did not define humanism
as a religion any longer, but reaffirmed it as “an ethical process” instead, just as in
the AEU policy language.
As in 1933, humanists still believe that traditional theism, especially faith in the
prayer-hearing God, assumed to love and care for persons, to hear and understand
their prayers, and to be able to do something about them, is an unproved and
outmoded faith... But views that merely reject theism are not equivalent to
humanism. They lack commitment to the positive belief in the possibilities of
human progress and to the values central to it... Humanism is an ethical process
through which we all can move, above and beyond the divisive particulars, heroic
personalities, dogmatic creeds, and ritual customs of past religions or their mere
negation... They are a design for a secular society on a planetary scale... In the best
sense, religion may inspire dedication to the highest ethical ideals. The cultivation
of moral devotion and creative imagination is an expression of genuine “spiritual”
experience and aspiration... As non-theists, we begin with humans not God, nature
not deity... We appreciate the need to preserve the best ethical teachings in the
religious traditions of humankind, many of which we share in common... But... No
deity will save us; we must save ourselves.
20
Along with wiping out its “religious” character and losing its original identity as a
renovated religion, AHA humanists declared their public and social concerns
accordingly. The second Manifesto claimed more practical and detailed points on
“religion”, “ethics”, “the individual”, “democratic society”, “world community”,
and “humanity as a whole” than the first Manifesto since it appeared “too
optimistic” to its successors of the 1970s.
Traditional religions are surely not the only obstacles to human progress... Although
humans undoubtedly need economic and political goals, they also need creative
values by which to live.
21
Paul Kurtz, then editor of the AHA periodical The Humanist and drafter of the
second Manifesto, before long organized the Committee for the Scientific
Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal in 1976 and Council for Democratic
and Secular Humanism (currently Council for Secular Humanism) in 1980.
Kurtz, now a professor emeritus of philosophy at State University of New York at
Buffalo, has been an advocate figure of “secular humanism” through the years
since then, defining humanism as non-religion to proclaim a lifestyle of





Common elements between the two lines of secularism movement are
recognized in that they, in religious origin, derived from liberal denominations,
AEU from Reform Judaism and Unitarianism, AHA from Unitarianism in the
Midwest. Dedication to ethical and humanistic revolution of their parental
religions finally led them to departing from each denomination in terms of
practical and intellectual discords. Differences between the two are also obvious
in that there has been room for religious or spiritual language in the AEU group
while the self-confessed secularists among the AHA groups have totally omitted
the “God” words.
23
Besides these distinct phraseologies on “religion,”
nevertheless, both exemplified their social concerns. Adler’s original ideal of
ethical religion crystallized as social and educational reform programs, and AHA
shifted its standpoint of humanism from religious renovation in 1933 to scientific
and democratic ethics in 1974. Both have admitted some moral and psychologi-
cal functionality of those religions in secular aspects of everyday life, while
expressing antipathy toward existing religions’ supernaturalism and sectarianism.
It is comprehensible that secularism as the result of emerging intellectual
revolution of Bible criticism and Darwinism prevailed over the old-time religious
thoughts―it deserves attention that many of the visiting lecturers at New York
Society for Ethical Culture were from Columbia University (department of
philosophy in particular
24
), and the participants of the Humanist movement were
with a few exception students and scholars of theology, divinity, and
(comparative) religion―, but it is also to be noted that such intellectual
secularization, even though its proceeding was limited only within academic
circles, accompanied socio-cultural circumstances of industrialization,
urbanization, and technological developments in the late nineteenth century.
AEU and AHA had set out each secular journey with religiously reformative
impulse in the beginning, consequently landing on the ground of life-
improvement but not of refinement of existing religions. Secularism thus became
non-religious alternative way of intellectual and social―especially urban
25
―life,
and this explains the indistinctness of religious life and secularists’ one.
Shared characteristics between secularists and “fundamentalists” are also
observed that both movements have manifested dissenting attitudes toward the
opposite. This explains the very reason for their mutual resemblance in a way of
extreme radicalism. Each camp of “culture wars” is fighting for different causes
of “common good,” but it also appears at times for achievement of greater
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